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Abstract

We describe an ensemble approach to learning1

salient regions from data partitioned according to the2

distributed processing requirements of large-scale sim-3

ulations. The volume of the data is such that classi-4

fiers can train only on data local to a given partition.5

Classes will likely be missing from some, or even most,6

partitions. We combine a fast ensemble learning algo-7

rithm with scaled probabilistic majority voting in order8

to learn an accurate classifier from such data. We order9

predicted regions to increase the likelihood that most of10

the initial set of presented regions are salient. Results11

from a simulated casing being dropped show that re-12

gions of interest are successfully identified and ordered.13

This approach is much faster than manually browsing14

and visualizing terabyte or larger simulations to find re-15

gions of interest.
16

1 Introduction17

We consider the problem of dealing with data sets18

too large to fit in the memory of any one computer node19

and too bandwidth-intensive to move between neigh-20

boring nodes [4]. In particular, we examine structural21

simulation data, which is partitioned and distributed22

across separate disks. In analyzing the results of these23

massive simulations, developers and analysts want to24

find specific phenomena that may take days to find by25

manually visualizing and browsing.26

As a result of partitioning, the points of interest, or27

“salience”, in some partitions may be limited to only a28
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Figure 1. A visualization of the casing
simulation. Six of the ten bolts are visi-
ble. The 12 partitions are also shown.

few nodes. In the case of a partition having zero salient29

points, a single-class “classifier” will be learned. This30

motivates an adjustment to the voting scheme used in31

[12], to improve accuracy, as shown in Section 3. In32

this paper, we give examples of learning from a cas-33

ing being dropped, as visualized in Figure 1. Experi-34

ments with this smaller simulation address the problem35

of rapidly identifying interesting regions in much larger36

simulations. We have evaluated how well our approach37

can detect and order connected groups of salient nodes.38

2 Experimental dataset39

The casing is composed of four main sections: the40

nose cone, the body tube, the coupler, and the tail. The41

coupler connects the body tube and tail through a series42

of ten bolts. The casing was dropped from a short height43

and landed on the tail at an angle. This simulation com-44

puted the stresses across the entire device as might be45

found were it to be accidentally dropped during trans-46

port, storage, etc.47



The goal using this data is to discover which nodes48

in the simulation belong to bolts, to make human post-49

processing more efficient. This is not as straightforward50

as it might seem; the physical characteristics of the in-51

dividual nodes modeling the bolts are not substantially52

different from those modeling the rest of the casing, and53

all of the nodes in the simulation experience the same54

sorts of forces.55

The physical and spatial characteristics are provided56

in Table 1. Data set attributes include the motion vari-57

ables of displacement, velocity, and acceleration as well58

as contact force, total internal force, total external force,59

and reaction force.60

Table 1. Physical and spatial characteris-
tics for the casing simulation

# nodal variables 21
# time steps 21
# non-bolt nodes per time step 69,073
# bolt nodes per time step 5680

Figure 1 shows the partitioning, which was per-61

formed lengthwise into 12 pieces across the cylindri-62

cal body so as to distribute the bolts across compute63

nodes. An approach that focuses on learning from min-64

imal amounts of data uses an alternate partitioning [7].65

We purposefully partitioned the data so that four of the66

partitions do not contain any node from a bolt. This67

created four one-class classifiers, which were processed68

accordingly by the voting algorithm during classifica-69

tion. Two of the remaining partitions each contain a70

complete bolt. Eight other partitions each contain only71

a part of each of two bolts. The properties of the parti-72

tioning are shown in Table 2.73

3 Predicting and ordering salient regions74

We used Breiman’s random forest (RF) algorithm75

[3], with 250 unpruned trees per partition with un-76

weighted predictions. Its accuracy was evaluated in [2]77

and shown to be comparable with or better than other78

well-known ensemble generation techniques. The num-79

ber of random features chosen at each decision tree80

node was log2 n + 1 given n features. Unweighted81

predictions produce a single class vote for the forest.82

Classification of a test point within the simulation83

involves prediction by each partition’s ensemble of de-84

cision trees. If many individual classifiers are unable85

to predict salient because there are no salient examples86

in the individual training sets, then it may be impossi-87

ble for a majority vote to predict salient. Therefore we88

Table 2. Partitioning characteristics for
the casing simulation

Partition # of # of salient % of salient
training training training

nodes nodes nodes
0 53,529 6818 12.74
1 59,654 5110 8.57
2 37,625 0 0.00
3 29,617 980 3.31
4 40,467 6972 17.23
5 29,183 0 0.00
6 43,106 0 0.00
7 29,155 3374 11.57
8 30,254 4578 15.13
9 54,488 0 0.00
10 49,728 3374 6.78
11 66,465 8554 12.87
all 523,271 39,760 7.60

must consider the prior probability that any given node89

contained salient examples during training and there-90

fore is capable of producing a classifier that can predict91

an example as salient. An outline of this algorithm as92

presented in [1] is as follows:93

p(w1|x) = % of ensembles voting for class w1 for94

example x95

P (w1) = % of ensembles that can predict class w196

Classify as w1 if: p(w1|x)
P (w1)

> p(w2|x)
P (w2)

97

Classify as w2 if: p(w1|x)
P (w1)

< p(w2|x)
P (w2)

98

99

In order to further improve accuracy, we modified100

the input to the above algorithm by first multiplying101

each partition’s ensemble vote for each class by the per-102

centage of examples of that class in the correspond-103

ing partition, compared to the number of examples of104

that class in all partitions. After this additional step,105

the modified class votes were totaled, and the above al-106

gorithm applied. We call this implementation a scaled107

probabilistic majority vote.108

Predicted regions for casing experiments were or-109

dered by how closely their number of nodes compared110

to the known number of nodes (568) in each ground111

truth bolt. The goal is to point the user to actual ground112

truth regions first, and false positive regions last.113

4 Experiment description and results114

For the casing experiments, training was performed115

on the data contained in each of the 12 partitions of time116

steps 0 to 6 to create a 250-tree random forest ensem-117



ble for each partition. The random forest ensemble of118

each training partition returned a single prediction for119

each test example in test time steps 7 to 20. The 12 pre-120

dictions from those classifiers or ensembles were com-121

bined into a single prediction for each test example us-122

ing the scaled probabilistic majority vote.123

The salient regions of the data were marked using124

the region-based tools of the ParaView application [5].125

In order to improve the regional accuracy of these en-126

sembles, we employed some of the regional tools in the127

Feature Characterization Library (FCLib-1.2.0) toolkit128

[6] to process the ensemble prediction data. The nu-129

meric class label of all nodes within a physical radius130

of three units of each node was averaged in a smooth-131

ing operation. After smoothing, node values were bina-132

rized using the Otsu automatic thresholding algorithm133

[9]. Predicted regions were created from connected134

components of salient nodes after smoothing. Smooth-135

ing tended to remove the smaller salient regions and the136

isolated salient nodes. All pairs of salient regions sepa-137

rated by no more than the maximum edge distance be-138

tween nodes for the casing simulation were assigned the139

same region label.140

Our previous approach [11] did not consider the ac-141

tual node intersection percentage between ground truth142

and predicted salient regions. We extended that ap-143

proach in [12] by establishing thresholds for the overlap144

percentage of the nodes in a ground truth salient region145

and a predicted salient region for the prediction to be146

counted as a true positive. The overlap required for a147

true positive at a given threshold was applied separately148

to both the ground truth region and to the predicted re-149

gion. If no predicted salient regions sufficiently over-150

lapped a ground truth salient region, a false negative151

was registered for the failure to adequately predict the152

ground truth region.153

A false positive was recorded for each predicted re-154

gion that did not sufficiently overlap any ground truth155

region. It is possible that more than one predicted156

salient region satisfied a given overlap threshold for in-157

tersection with a labeled salient region. We counted this158

as a single discovery of the ground truth region (true159

positive), with the remaining prediction(s) counted as160

false positive(s). If one predicted region sufficiently161

overlapped more than one labeled salient region, the162

only true positive counted was the one with the most163

overlap with the predicted region.164

Recall, precision, and the traditional F-measure,165

which weights false positives and false negatives166

equally, provide measures of regional accuracy, as167

shown below [13].168

169

recall = TP
TP+FN170

precision = TP
TP+FP171

F -measure = 2·TP
2·TP+FP+FN172

173

For many users, a small overlap threshold is an ap-174

propriate regional metric, since coarsely pointing those175

users to suspicious regions for further investigation is176

the main goal. From a machine learning viewpoint, a177

smaller overlap does not address the case where a very178

large region is always predicted salient. As long as this179

region minimally overlaps a given ground truth region,180

a true positive is counted. By increasing the overlap re-181

quirement to 10%, or even 50% for example, a more182

precise match can be used.183

Lift is a measure often used in marketing to evaluate184

the efficacy of a sorted list of mailings. It is defined185

as the percent of targets (hits) in the first p % of the186

marketing list sorted by decreasing score, divided by187

p % [8, 10]. The L-quality measure described in [10]188

ranges from -1 (worst case), to 0 (random case), to189

1 (ideal case). We apply the same basic formula for190

calculating L-quality for region ordering as shown191

below.192

193

L-quality(M) = SumCPH(M)−SumCPH(R)
SumCPH(B)−SumCPH(R)194

195

The term CPH denotes Cumulative Percent Hits, a196

measure closely related to lift. The term SumCPH is de-197

fined as the area under the CPH curve for the ordering198

method M (model), R (random), and B (ideal). The ideal199

case occurs when all targets are grouped at the begin-200

ning of the list. In our application, we sort a list of pre-201

dicted regions instead of a list of potential customers.202

Instead of counting cumulative targets or hits, we count203

the number of cumulative ground truth salient regions204

that meet certain overlap threshold requirements with205

unique predicted regions.206

Table 3 shows the regional results, which used 12207

partitions of training data, each from the first seven time208

steps. Predicted regions were ordered by how closely209

their number of nodes compared to the known number210

of nodes (568) in each ground truth bolt. This resulted211

in very high L-qualities, indicating a greatly improved212

user experience when compared to random ordering.213

Figure 2 shows the cumulative lift curve for the model214

trained using 250 random forests unweighted trees for215

each of the 12 training partitions of data. For reference,216

the optimal, random, natural (ordered by timestep), and217

worst case lift curves are also shown.218

5 Summary and discussion219

Large simulations must be partitioned across mul-220

tiple processors in order to obtain results in a reason-221



Table 3. Casing regional results.
Overlap Threshold GT TP FN FP L-quality Recall Precision F-measure
10% 140 124 16 127 0.98 0.89 0.49 0.63
50% 140 109 31 142 0.99 0.78 0.43 0.56
GT = ground truth regions. TP = true positives. FN = false negatives. FP = false positives.
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Figure 2. The casing cumulative lift
curves for the ideal, RF, natural, random,
and worst cases.

able amount of time. The method of breaking data into222

pieces may cause highly skewed class distributions. In223

this paper, we showed how such data may nonetheless224

be effectively used for data mining. Our approach uses225

fast ensemble learning algorithms, scaled probabilistic226

majority voting, and ordering of predicted regions of227

saliency.228

The casing results showed that a simulation exper-229

iment that yields only somewhat above average re-230

gional F-measures can provide efficient visual analysis231

of those results by effective ordering of the predicted232

regions. The vast majority of false positives were or-233

dered last, after the user has already seen most of the234

true positive salient regions.235

The results indicate that simulation developers and236

users will be accurately directed to regions of interest237

with only occasional misdirection. This will result in a238

significant time saving during debugging and use by al-239

lowing for a much improved focus of attention on areas240

of interest.241
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